Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Pathogenic microorganisms are a reality for all organisms, with profound impacts on the ecology and evolution of species, populations and individuals (Schmid Hempel [@CR178]). The outcome of infection is variable, ranging from asymptomatic conditions to severe disease and death, depending on factors relating to the host (such as age, immune functions, condition and genetics), the pathogen (such as factors relating to pathogenicity, virulence or transmission) and the environment (e.g. climate, food availability, competition and predation) and their interactions---sometimes described as the pathogen-host-environment matrix (Schmid Hempel [@CR178]). In recent years, a growing understanding has emerged where disease dynamics needs to incorporate the realism of multihost-multipathogen systems---the majority of pathogens can infect more than one host, and most hosts can be infected with several different pathogens (Bordes and Morand [@CR24]).

For humans, it has been estimated that the majority of infectious diseases are zoonotic, e.g. shared with at least one other animal host (Woolhouse and Gowtage-Sequeria [@CR230]). However, we know very little about the dynamics of diseases outside the clinic, even for well-known human diseases such as campylobacteriosis, influenza or rabies, and even less for pathogens that only occasionally spillover into humans. As a response, calls for joint forces, such as the EcoHealth Alliance and One Health initiatives, have been launched, with the aim of bridging the gaps between professionals in human and veterinary medicine and ecology (Roger et al. [@CR171]).

In this chapter, we will focus on the mallard (*Anas platyrhynchos*), the world's most numerous wild duck species and the ancestor to domestic ducks, and its role for maintaining pathogens of relevance for humans and domestic animals. Of particular interest is the influenza A virus (IAV), for which the mallard and related waterfowl species are the key reservoir in nature. Because of its great abundance, its expansive distribution and its preference for human-influenced environments, it is a potential bridge species between wild animals, domestic animals and humans, specifically for pathogens to reach domestic ducks and gallinaceous poultry. Moreover, it is an important game species across its distribution, with large bag limits. Most importantly, however, it is one of very few wildlife species from which there is sufficient data to discuss how host ecology affects the disease dynamics in humans and domestic animals. As such, mallard is an important model species for multihost and zoonotic diseases.

Waterfowl and Mallard Biology {#Sec2}
=============================

Waterfowl (order Anseriformes) include ducks, geese and swans and are well known due to their historical importance for hunting, domestication and aviculture. They have a nearly cosmopolitan distribution, except for Antarctica, occupying virtually every habitat associated with water. The approximately 150 species alive today include forms ranging from those occupying highly specialised niches to generalist species able to successfully exploit any wetland habitat, artificial or native. To occupy this wide range of environments, waterfowl are diverse in their anatomy, behaviour and physiology.

Among waterfowl, the mallard is perhaps the archetypical and most recognisable anatid species. Mallards are native to the Holarctic and, however, are thriving globally due to successful introductions to New Zealand, Australia, Peru, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, the Falkland Islands, South Africa and Hawaii (Cramp and Simmons [@CR45]; Drilling et al. [@CR54]). The success of this species is owed to its adaptability; it thrives not only in the wild but is also extremely tolerant of human presence or disturbance and utilises wetlands of all sizes in and around human settlements.

The species is mostly migratory in its native range, but some populations are sedentary with low levels of dispersal. Within migratory populations, there is large flexibility in migratory behaviour, and it is often referred to as being a partial migrant, where some individuals (or populations) are strictly migratory, some strictly residents and others switching between these states depending on specific conditions, such as food availability or cold spells (Cramp et al. [@CR46]; Drilling et al. [@CR54]). It is believed, but rarely tested, that females exhibit a higher degree of philopatry to the natal site than males. As pair formation occurs during late winter at shared wintering sites, this means that a mixing of populations will occur over time. Indeed, this is observed at the genetic level where hardly any population subdivision is evident in either mitochondrial or nuclear genes across the natural breeding distribution of the species (Cramp and Simmons [@CR45]; Drilling et al. [@CR54]; Kraus et al. [@CR109]).

The global mallard population is large, approximately 19 million individuals, of which 7.5 million breed in Europe (Wetlands International [@CR238]). Mortality rates are high, especially during the first year of life, and the turnover rate of mallards in Northern Europe has been estimated to be roughly 1/3, meaning a substantial recruitment rate of young individuals into the population each year (Bentz [@CR17]; Munster and Fouchier [@CR141]). Additionally, large numbers are reared and released for hunting purposes, locally contributing to high densities. It is estimated that 270,000 individuals are released in North America (USFWS [@CR200], [@CR201]) and greater than 2,850,000 released into Europe annually (Delany and Scott [@CR50]; Birdlife-International [@CR20]; Champagnon [@CR33]). In Eurasia and North America, mallard breeding is mainly restricted to spring and summer resulting in a marked increase in immunologically naïve juveniles in autumn (see Sect. [9.3.2.2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}).

Nearly all domestic ducks are derived from the mallard, with the exception of Muscovy ducks (*Cairina moschata*), and domestication dates back to at least the twelfth century (Drilling et al. [@CR54]). Approximately 600 million ducks are farmed in China: 60% of the world population of domestic ducks. As a result, there are more domesticated ducks in China than there are wild mallards across the globe. These large numbers, specifically the large input of young birds, are imperative in the maintenance of infection diseases. Thus, it is a combination of large distribution range, large population size and turnover rate in wild mallards and enormous population size of farmed ducks, most of which are free-range, that make mallard one of the largest aquatic reservoir hosts for diseases. Association with other wild waterfowl, association with farming and domestic poultry and association with humans in urbanised areas make this species extremely important for zoonotic transmission and spillover events.

Mallards as Hosts for Pathogenic Microorganisms {#Sec3}
===============================================

Our understanding of avian diseases, particularly in wild birds, is mainly the result of intensive study of poultry diseases, where wildlife can contribute as a source of infection, such as avian influenza (see more below), Newcastle disease (e.g. Kim et al. [@CR105]) or salmonellosis and campylobacteriosis (e.g. Hald et al. [@CR79]; Berglund [@CR19]). Other examples include diseases that cause large mortality events in the wild, such as avian cholera (Samuel et al. [@CR177]) or Wellfleet Bay virus (Allison et al. [@CR6]). It is only more recently, with the onset of molecular methods, that we have started to assess the presence of infectious agents in asymptomatic hosts. For example, recently the tufted duck (*Aythya fuligula*) microbiome (Strong et al. [@CR192]) and domestic duck viral metagenome (Fawaz et al. [@CR61]) were described. However, the agents we know of are just the tip of the iceberg; for instance, it is predicted that there are 32,000 virus species to be discovered in mammals (Anthony et al. [@CR7]), and it is reasonable to assume that diversity in avian species is in line with that of mammalian hosts. Furthermore, given that we have identified an infectious agent in avian wild birds, we may still know very little about the ecology, epidemiology or even basic biology of these agents.

Wild animal hosts have variable importance to the epidemiology of infectious agents, ranging from optimal or major hosts to minor hosts and to accidental hosts following spillover infections. This is reflected by the adaptation of particular pathogens to their hosts, the efficiency of the parasite to exploit the host effectively for replication and, crucially, the transmission to new hosts. In order to ascertain the specific role of each host species in pathogen epidemiology, it is imperative to combine large screening efforts, molecular-based phylogeny approaches and infection experiments, which unfortunately is rarely met. Compounded with this, we have limited understanding of the role of mallards as hosts for pathogens: are these birds the central reservoir, important but not central to the epidemiology or merely permissive to spillover infection? Moreover, variation in pathogen phenotypic characteristics is usually unknown, such as variation in virulence, pathogenicity, survival in the environment and duration of infection. These properties will depend on both host and pathogen and likely are variable among genetic variants and/or strains of the pathogen. Regardless, our current catalogue of disease-causing agents is probably an underestimation, and with the advent of deep sequencing and more sensitive screening tools, we will likely uncover numerous new disease-causing agents such as picornaviruses (Woo et al. [@CR229]) or disentangle complex epidemiology of known pathogens in new hosts such as coronaviruses (Jackwood et al. [@CR94]).

Mallards as Hosts for Spillover Infections {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------

An important feature of spillover infections is that the disease typically is not further maintained in the population, because it is not likely transmitted by the spillover host to other hosts, and hence, the disease does not become established within the new population. There are a number of viruses that are shared between wild waterfowl and gallinaceous poultry, of which several are believed to spillover from wild birds into poultry and are of animal health concern, including Newcastle disease virus and infectious bronchitis virus (Table [9.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). It is important to note, however, that transmission can occur also in the other direction, from poultry to wild birds, sometimes associated with wildlife mortality events, as, for instance, noted with duck plague (Converse and Kidd [@CR42]) and avian cholera (Botzler [@CR26]; Gordus [@CR74]) in North America.Table 9.1Some examples of RNA viruses documented in the poultry industry (chickens, turkey, domestic duck) which are found in wild waterfowl, either as spillover hosts or as natural reservoirsGenomeFamilyGenusPoultry (chickens, turkey, domestic duck)Wild waterfowlReferences^a^VirusDisease, signs and symptomsVirus^b^Host typeSigns and symptomsdsRNA*BirnaviridaeAvibirnavirus*Infectious bursal disease virusEgg drop, bursal diseaseDocumentedClinically asymptomaticJeon et al. ([@CR95]), Kibenge et al. ([@CR104])*ReoviridaeOrthoreovirus*Avian orthoreovirus (ARV)Tenosynovitis, viral arthritisAvian orthoreovirusDocumentedYu et al. ([@CR234]), Jones and Guneratne ([@CR98]), Zhang et al. ([@CR236]), Yun et al. ([@CR235])ssRNA*AstroviridaeAstrovirus*Avian nephritis virus (ANV), chicken astrovirus (CAstV), turkey astrovirus type 1 (TAstV1), turkey astrovirus type 2 (TAstV2), duck astrovirus (DuAstV) (formerly named duck hepatitis virus 2), duck hepatitis virus 3 (DuHV3)Runting-stunting syndrome (RSS) of broiler chickens, poult enteritis complex (PEC) and poult enteritis mortality syndrome (PEMS) of turkeys, hepatitis in ducksAvian astrovirus Group 1, Group 2, Group 3Evidence of closely related low pathogenicity viruses to all highly pathogenic formsClinically asymptomaticWobeser ([@CR226]), Chu et al. ([@CR40]), Todd et al. ([@CR197]), Pantin-Jackwood et al. ([@CR151]), Fu et al. ([@CR68])*BornaviridaeBornavirus*Psittacine birdsProventricular dilatation disease (PDD)Avian bornavirusCirculation, putative reservoirClinically asymptomatic formsPathogenic formsDelnatte et al. ([@CR52]), Guo et al. ([@CR77]), Berg et al. ([@CR18]), Delnatte et al. ([@CR51])*CoronaviridaeCoronavirus*Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), turkey coronavirus (TCoV)Infectious bronchitis in chickens; turkey coronavirus enteritis; decreased egg production, morbidity, mortalityLow pathogenic infectious bronchitis and related avian low pathogenic virusesCirculation, putative reservoirClinically asymptomaticCavanagh ([@CR32]), Chu et al. ([@CR39]), Hughes et al. ([@CR91]), Jonassen et al. ([@CR97]), Muradrasoli et al. ([@CR143], [@CR144]), Woo et al. ([@CR228]), Guy ([@CR78])*OrthomyxoviridaeInfluenza A virus*Influenza A virus subtype (IAV) H5, H7, H9Avian influenza, respiratory infections, high mortalityInfluenza A virus subtype H1--H12, H14, H15Natural reservoirClinically asymptomaticH5 may cause mortality in some speciesOlsen et al. ([@CR148]), Alexander ([@CR3], [@CR4]), Bröjer et al. ([@CR28]), Chen et al. ([@CR37]), Feare ([@CR62]), Hatchette et al. ([@CR81]), Latorre-Margalef et al. ([@CR120]), Wilcox et al. ([@CR218])*Paramyxoviridae*Avian paramyxovirus type 1 (AMPV-1; Newcastle disease virus)Decreased egg production, morbidity, mortalityAvian paramyxovirus types 1, 4, 6, 8, 9Putative reservoir for type 1Clinically asymptomaticLeighton and Heckert ([@CR126]), Alexander ([@CR2]), Rosseel et al. ([@CR172]), Kuiken et al. ([@CR113]), White et al. ([@CR217]), Tolf et al. ([@CR199]), Alexander et al. ([@CR5]), Hoque et al. [@CR85]), Jindal et al. ([@CR96]), Ramey et al. ([@CR164])*ParamyxoviridaeMetapneumovirus*Avian pneumovirusesUpper respiratory tract infections, turkey rhinotracheitisDocumented, spilloverClinically asymptomaticde Graaf et al. ([@CR49]), Bennett et al. ([@CR16])*PicornaviridaePicornavirus*Duck hepatitis virus types 1 and 3Hepatitis, morbidityPutative circulationClinically asymptomaticWobeser ([@CR226]), Koci and Schultz-Cherry ([@CR239]), De Benedictis et al. ([@CR240]), Lambert et al. ([@CR115])^a^Not an exhaustive list of reference^b^Often wild bird viruses that are related to poultry viruses are not described beyond a short sequence fragment, so no official virus name is listed

Two major sources exist for spillover infections to mallards: spillover from poultry or spillover from other wild birds. Spillover infections from other non-avian hosts are also possible but occur much less frequently or may be underappreciated. First, due to high genetic similarity and sharing habitat with domesticated conspecifics or utilising habitat surrounding intensive poultry farms, there is a high risk for spillover infections from both gallinaceous poultry and domesticated ducks (e.g. Christensen et al. [@CR38]; Wang et al. [@CR210]; Shin et al. [@CR182], [@CR183]). Indeed, pathogens more frequently found in poultry are identified in wild mallards but very infrequently (Table [9.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These pathogens are usually only detected in wild mallards utilising habitat surrounding poultry farms as they are used as sentinels. For example, avian pneumovirus has been detected in mallard sentinels and wild mallards in the vicinity of poultry operations (Shin et al. [@CR182], [@CR183]). Given the large population sizes of birds reared for meat production, one can hypothesise that the occurrence of spillover of poultry-associated pathogens into mallard and other wild bird populations is underestimated. Although modern poultry production units enforce barrier protection, no system can truly be regarded closed---and in many parts of the world, poultry are reared in open units or are let free to roam the environments exposing a large wildlife/domestic animal interface. The extent of this can be exemplified with repeated isolation of bacteria in wild birds with antibiotic resistance profiles suggesting origin in anthropogenic environments (e.g. Stedt et al. [@CR190]; Hasan et al. [@CR80]; Hernandez et al. [@CR82]; Bonnedahl et al. [@CR23]).

An example of spillover from other wild bird species into mallards is West Nile virus (WNV). With the rapid spread of WNV across North America in 2005 and onwards, resulting in wild bird mortality, there was intensive surveillance in numerous bird species (George et al. [@CR71]; LaDeau et al. [@CR114]). Passerine birds were identified as main avian host with spillover into other bird families. These species acquired infection from mosquito vectors but with large interspecies variation in reservoir competence, i.e*.* in how well the virus could replicate in the birds to achieve sufficient viremia to allow transmission to the vector, and severity of infection. Mallards utilise wetland habitats, so it is not surprising that WNV was detected in this species too (Grard et al. [@CR75]; Lindh et al. [@CR127]; Lobo et al. [@CR130]), but it is not considered a reservoir host. Mallards are also accidentally infected with fungal pathogens due to consuming food laced with fungal spores, such as *Aspergillus fumigatus*, most notably at times with food shortenings and inclement weather (Adrian et al. [@CR1]; USGS [@CR202]).

The concept of spillover infection, minor host and major host is useful for discussions on the various roles different species can have in the epidemiology of a disease. However, it should be noted that the distinctions are not always clear-cut; rather host type is a continuum starting with occasional individual infections in a new host, continuing to stuttered transmission chains and multihost disease dynamics with increasing specialisation in the different hosts and ending with host-specific transmission and disease (Wolfe et al. [@CR227]; Morse [@CR139], [@CR140]; Church [@CR41]; Fenton and Pedersen [@CR63]). Importantly, this transgression depends on both the frequency of interspecies transmission and the intraspecies transmission in the novel host given successful interspecies transmission (Fenton and Pedersen [@CR63]). Mallards may act as minor host for many waterfowl diseases due to their association with other waterfowl. Even if repeatedly infected, mallards might not have a central role in the epidemiology of a particular disease. For example, numerous mallards die in outbreaks of the bacterially associated disease avian cholera, also called fowl cholera (Blanchong et al. [@CR21]; Botzler [@CR26], [@CR27]), but currently these mortality events are occurring in high arctic breeding areas of eiders (*Somateria mollissima*) (Descamps et al. [@CR53]), Ross's geese (*Chen rossii*) and snow geese (*Chen caerulescens*) (Samuel et al. [@CR175], [@CR176]), and it is geese that are being implicated as long-term carriers of the bacterium (Samuel et al. [@CR175], [@CR176]).

Mallards as the Main Reservoir: Influenza A Viruses {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------

### Influenza A Viruses (IAVs) as a Multihost Pathogen {#Sec6}

Influenza A viruses (IAVs) are probably best known for their ability to cause seasonal epidemics and pandemics in humans, such as the pandemic of 1918 Spanish influenza, or the circulating seasonal influenza. They are, however, to the largest extent viruses associated with wild birds, especially those that occupy wetlands and in particular waterfowl (Alexander [@CR3]; Olsen et al. [@CR148]). It is in waterfowl, and particularly mallards, that the largest genetic and antigenic variation of IAVs occurs (Fig. [9.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to wild birds and seasonal influenza in humans (Rambaut et al. [@CR162]), IAVs also circulate in pigs (Vincent et al. [@CR209]), horses (Daly et al. [@CR47]), marine mammals (Groth et al. [@CR76]), bats (Wu et al. [@CR233]) and domestic birds (Olsen et al. [@CR148]; Webster et al. [@CR216]; Alexander [@CR3]). These viruses are subtyped based on the two surface proteins hemagglutinin and neuraminidase and are further classified as either highly pathogenic (HPIAV) or low pathogenic (LPIAV) based on their virulence in poultry (see Boxes [9.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [9.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}).Fig. 9.1Host range and transmission of IAV. The wild bird reservoir comprises of waterfowl and gulls (dark grey), with direct spillover to other avian species such as passerines and poultry. H5N1, which is amplified in poultry, has subsequently spilled over to wild bird species, mammalian hosts such as cats and dogs and humans. The relationship between bats and other host groups is unknown. Solid lines represent known routes of transmission, dashed lines are infrequent routes of transmission, and semicircles demonstrate circulation of IAV in that host group \[Reproduced with permission, Wille ([@CR241]) LNU PRESS\]

#### Box 9.1 Influenza Classification and Structure {#FPar1}

Influenza viruses belong to the family *Orthomyxoviridae* (Kawaoka et al. [@CR102]) and are divided into influenza A, influenza B and influenza C viruses. This division is based upon antigenic properties of the nucleocapsid (NP) and matrix (M) proteins and structural variations (Webster and Kawaoka [@CR212]). Wild birds are naturally infected only with influenza A viruses (IAV) (Webster et al. [@CR216]) The IAV virion is enveloped and spherical or pleiomorphic in shape with an approximate diameter of 120 nm (Webster et al. [@CR216]). The IAVs are further classified based on two surface glycoproteins: hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) which mediate entry and exit from the host cells, respectively. There are 18 HA and 9 NA forms, of which 16 HA subtypes are present in birds (Wu et al. [@CR233]; Olsen et al. [@CR148]). These HA and NA subtypes can occur in 144 different combinations, such as H5N1 or H1N1.

The genome consists of eight segments of unlinked, negative-sense, single-stranded RNA: PB2 (polymerase basic protein 2), PB1 (polymerase basic protein 1), PA (polymerase acidic protein), HA, NP, NA, M and NS (nonstructural protein) (Kawaoka et al. [@CR102]; Webster et al. [@CR216]). These segments encode for ten core proteins, where the M and NS encode two proteins, and several auxiliary proteins (Webster et al. [@CR216]). The different proteins have functions in entry (HA, M2), RNA replication (PB2, PB1, PA, NP), packaging (M1, NS2), exit from the host cells (NA, M1) and immune system evasion (NS, HA, NA) (Webster et al. [@CR216]; Samji [@CR174]).

Due to the segmented nature of the genome, these viruses are able to dramatically change their genotype (and phenotype) through reassortment. Following coinfection the resulting progeny could be any one of 256 possible combinations of the parental genotypes due to the process of virion packaging (Steel and Lowen [@CR191]). Due to the error-prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerase that lacks proofreading ability, these viruses have a high mutation rate (3.4 × 10^−3^ sub/site/year) (Chen and Holmes [@CR34]), which is about a million times that of vertebrates (Pybus and Rambaut [@CR159]). This rapid rate of change allows for the continued immune evasion of antigenically important segments, such as the HA and NA.

#### Box 9.2 Determinants of Pathogenicity of Avian IAV {#FPar2}

Avian IAVs are categorised into two groups: low pathogenic influenza A viruses (LPIAVs) and highly pathogenic influenza A viruses (HPIAVs). The pathogenicity trait is based on virulence of the virus in chickens and is an important consideration in prevention, control and eradication strategies in commercial fowl (Swayne and Suarez [@CR194]). Wild birds infected with LPIAV generally show no clinical signs of infection (Olsen et al. [@CR148]; Webster et al. [@CR216]). However, it has been demonstrated that LPIAV infections may induce fever (Jourdain et al. [@CR99]) and affect body mass and migratory ability (van Gils et al. [@CR206]; Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR118]; Jourdain et al. [@CR99]), but overall the effects of LPIAV infection on wild birds are still poorly understood. In birds, LPIAVs preferentially infect the epithelium of the lower gastrointestinal tract and are shed predominantly through the feces (Webster et al. [@CR214], [@CR215]; Slemons and Easterday [@CR184]; Engering et al. [@CR58]; Daoust et al. [@CR48]). These viruses are thought to be transmitted mainly by faecal-oral route through bird-bird contact (Webster et al. [@CR216]) and water-borne transmission (Webster et al. [@CR216]; Roche et al. [@CR169]).

In contrast, HPIAV preferentially infects the epithelium of the respiratory tract, including the trachea, lungs and air sacs (Bröjer et al. [@CR28]; Keawcharoen et al. [@CR103]; Worobey et al. [@CR231]). However, lesions associated with HPIAV have been found throughout birds; these viruses are organ promiscuous (Bröjer et al. [@CR28]) As a result, HPIAV infection normally results in significant morbidity and mortality of the infected bird host (Webster and Rott [@CR213]; Alexander [@CR4]). Mechanistically, the switch from LPIAV to HPIAV follows changes in the HA protein. The hemagglutinin protein is produced as a precursor, HA0, which is cleaved into HA1 and HA2 during virus maturation by host tissue-restricted proteases. The introduction of basic amino acid residues to the cleavage site allows for increased HA cleavability by more ubiquitous proteases, which, in turn, allows for enhanced replication outside the gastrointestinal tract (Alexander [@CR2]). The subtypes H5 and H7 have accounted for most HPIAV isolations in wild birds (Alexander [@CR4]; Olsen et al. [@CR148]). The switch from low to high pathogenicity forms occurs most often after the introduction of these LPIAV H5 and H7 into poultry (Alexander [@CR3]), and has never been documented in wild bird hosts (Alexander [@CR3], [@CR4]). HPIAV has been isolated predominantly from domestic gallinaceous birds (chickens, turkeys, quail) (Alexander [@CR3]; Perkins and Swayne [@CR157]; Wobeser [@CR225]; Chen et al. [@CR37]), but spillover outbreaks have occurred.

Despite the broad host range, wild birds are the natural reservoir for LPIAV and exhibit no clinical symptoms of infection. Within this reservoir, LPIAVs have been isolated from at least 105 species in 26 different families, though this number has undoubtedly increased since the last substantial reviews of bird hosts in 2006 and 2007 (Olsen et al. [@CR148]; Stallknecht and Brown [@CR189]). However, all bird species are not equally permissive hosts, and different groups play different roles in the epidemiology and maintenance of IAV. Viruses are most frequently detected in Anseriformes (ducks, geese, swans), where H1--H12 are routinely detected (Munster et al. [@CR142]; Alexander [@CR4]; Olsen et al. [@CR148]). Some Charadriiformes (shorebirds, gulls) are also important: most notable are gulls, which are the natural reservoir for H13 and H16 viruses and in which other subtypes are infrequently detected (Wille et al. [@CR219]; Arnal et al. [@CR8]). These two subtypes are restricted to gulls, and ducks are not permissive to infection with H13 (Brown et al. [@CR31]) or H16 (Fereidouni et al. [@CR66]). Shorebirds play an interesting role, in that IAVs appear to be rare in this group, except in some species such as ruddy turnstone (*Arenaria interpres*) and red knot (*Calidris canutus*) in one geographic location: Delaware Bay, USA. This site is recognised as an important stopover location, and many different IAV subtypes are detected in spring-staging shorebirds; however, it is believed that shorebirds amplify LPIAV circulating in local waterfowl and the dynamics are the result of a unique ecological event: the spawning of horseshoe crabs (*Limulus polyphemus*) (Pearce et al. [@CR154]; Winker et al. [@CR224]; Maxted et al. [@CR136]; Krauss et al. [@CR110]). Other bird orders are believed to be spillover hosts, including the species-rich Passeriformes (Slusher et al. [@CR185]) (Fig. [9.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Within the Anseriformes, dabbling ducks, and particularly mallards, have accounted for most LPIAV isolations globally (Olsen et al. [@CR148]). This may in part be due to sampling bias (Hoye et al. [@CR87]), but it is highly likely that dabbling ducks, such as mallards, do actually have higher infection rates than other species.

The importance of waterfowl IAVs, and more recently poultry-adapted IAVs, in the context of emerging disease, is when they occasionally transmit to other species, particularly to mammals (humans, pigs, horses). Genetic barriers between host groups limit the free transmission of IAVs; however, spillovers do occur. These spillover events may result in isolated outbreaks with little or no onward transmission, such as spillover of HPIAV H5N1 to dogs (Songserm et al. [@CR188]), cats (Songserm et al. [@CR187]) and tigers (Mushtaq et al. [@CR145]) or LPIAV H10 into seals (Bodewes et al. [@CR22]; Zohari et al. [@CR237]). The continued spillover of LPIAV H7N9 to humans (Gao et al. [@CR69]; Kageyama et al. [@CR100]), and subsequent adaptation to mammalian hosts, is of further concern. Rather than the spillover of entirely avian viruses, it is the incorporation of avian or swine gene segments that is of high concern as at least three major human pandemics of IAV were caused by viruses containing gene segments of avian origin (Lindstrom et al. [@CR128]; Rabadan et al. [@CR160]; Scholtissek et al. [@CR179]; Taubenberger et al. [@CR195]), and swine viruses played a role in the most recent H1N1 pandemic. Indeed, in an analysis of cross species transmission, wild birds, domestic birds and swine showed the highest connectivity, and further, swine and wild birds were the dominant species for global virus delivery (Ren et al. [@CR168]). Further, Worobey et al. ([@CR231]) proposed that the Western Hemisphere panzootic of equine influenza in 1872--1873 may have resulted in the introduction of equine origin segments into human and avian IAV, particularly of the internal genes into avian IAV lineages. This combined with the first records of highly pathogenic avian influenza in poultry, which coincide with the transition to industrial animal production, may have been imperative in the successful emergence of novel avian viruses (Worobey et al. [@CR231]). As such, reassortment is the driving factor in the ability of IAV to successfully emerge in multiple host species and remerge in populations.

Phylogeography of IAV in birds is shaped by host species movement and migration patterns.

Many dabbling duck species are migratory, or partial migrants, in the Northern Hemisphere, generally displaying a higher propensity for migration the further north the breeding distribution is located. In tropical regions, ducks are either resident or migrate in relation to rain and dry seasons, sometimes with irruptive movements. However, compared to other bird groups like gulls, terns or shorebirds, they show less long-distance migrations across substantial geographic barriers, such as oceans or deserts. As a result, they tend to migrate within the Old World (Europe, Africa and Asia) and the New World (North and South America) (Olsen et al. [@CR148]). Due to the geographically segregated nature of their waterfowl hosts, avian IAVs can be divided into two main phylogenetic clades: Eurasian and North American (Olsen et al. [@CR148]). More recently, it has been proposed that there may be a distinct IAV lineage in South America as well (Pereda et al. [@CR156]; Nelson et al. [@CR147]), perhaps reflected by limited waterfowl migration across the Gulf of Mexico or the Isthmus of Panama. Indeed, more recent work in blue-winged teals (*Anas discors*) in two different parts of their migratory routes, in the southern USA and Guatemala, has demonstrated viral phylogenetic signal from North America, rather than from South America (Ramey et al. [@CR165]; Gonzalez-Reiche et al. [@CR73]).

This pattern of hemispheric signal due to independently evolving major lineages is conserved across all eight RNA segments of the IAV genome; however, due to occasional introductions and subsequent competitive exclusion, some of these broad geographic lineages are replaced (Bahl et al. [@CR11], [@CR12]). Within waterfowl hosts, it is extremely rare to find a virus with a geographic mosaic of segment origin. Winker and Gibson quantified avian movement between Asia and Alaska and demonstrated a large influx of birds between these continents (Winker and Gibson [@CR223]). More targeted work in species such as northern pintails (*Anas acuta*), a species that breeds on both sides of the Bering Strait, has demonstrated movement of viral segments from Asia into North America (Koehler et al. [@CR107]; Ramey et al. [@CR163]). However, despite sharing habitats with these pintails, detection of IAV with differing geographic origins within Alaskan mallards is infrequent (Pearce et al. [@CR155]), suggesting that there may be some type of host species barrier or fitness consequences for these mosaic viruses. It had been hypothesised that this concept of a natural host species barrier prevented Asian viruses from entering North America. However, more recently, it has been proposed that wild birds migrating between Asia and Alaska were the conduit for the introduction of highly pathogenic H5N8 to North America (highly pathogenic IAV is further discussed in Box [9.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} and Sect. [9.3.2.5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}) (Ramey et al. [@CR166]; Lee et al. [@CR125]). Unlike waterfowl, geographic mosaic viruses are more common in gulls (Wille et al. [@CR219], [@CR220]; Huang et al. [@CR90]; Dusek et al. [@CR56]), which is in part driven by gulls having different migration and movement patterns as compared to ducks. For instance, great black-backed gulls (*Larus marinus*) banded in eastern Canada have been recorded in Western Europe (Wille et al. [@CR220]). Similarly, studies of common murres (*Uria aalge*), which may interact with other seabirds and gulls in overwintering areas, have detected virus genomes with geographic mosaicism (Huang et al. [@CR89]; Lang et al. [@CR116]). Genetically, there does not seem to be host species segregation in avian IAV, with the exception of gulls, wherein there are gull-specific lineages for the NA, M, NP and NS segments and the HA subtypes H13 and H16 are gull specific (Chen and Holmes [@CR35]; Wille et al. [@CR219]).

The large genetic diversity of IAVs is a result of two mechanisms: genetic drift and genetic shift. Genetic drift occurs due to an error-prone RNA-dependant RNA polymerase, which lacks proofreading ability (Gething et al. [@CR72]; Both et al. [@CR25]; Webster et al. [@CR216]). An early concept in IAV evolution was that avian IAVs are in "evolutionary stasis" in that the evolutionary arms race between host and virus is less intense in avian systems resulting in little selective requirement to repeatedly fix amino acid changes that evade the immune response (Chen and Holmes [@CR34]; Suarez [@CR193]). This hypothesis has been refuted using genetic studies demonstrating high rates of mutation due to genetic drift. Avian IAVs have been demonstrated to have rapid rates of evolutionary change, characterised by accumulations of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations (Chen and Holmes [@CR34], [@CR36]; Bahl et al. [@CR11]). A synonymous mutation is one which changes the nucleic acid sequence without changing the amino acid sequence of the encoded protein. Non-synonymous nucleic acid mutations do change the amino acid sequence. The rate of mutations varies across segments, with an average rate of 3.41 × 10^−3^ substitutions/site/year. To put this in context, the rate of IAV mutation is a million times greater than that of vertebrate genomic DNA, and this allows for the rapid adaptation of these viruses to new environments (Pybus and Rambaut [@CR159]). A result is that there are a number of forward evolving lineages for all RNA segments.

The second mechanism through which IAV can diversify is genetic shift, which occurs due to coinfection and reassortment. Reassortment occurs due to the unlinked nature of the eight RNA segments, and thus, if a cell is infected by more than one virus, the progeny virions may contain various combinations of segments from the different parental viruses (Webster et al. [@CR216]; Gething et al. [@CR72]). Thus, given a coinfection with two IAVs, each with 8 segments, 256 different genetic progenies are possible, generating significant viral diversity (Ma et al. [@CR132]). Due to the frequent reassortment in avian IAVs, virus genotypes, or genome constellations, are rarely isolated across consecutive days at the same location (Dugan et al. [@CR55]). Given this, it is unsurprising that across an autumn season, over 50% of viruses from mallards are reassorted, across a number of different subtypes (Wille et al. [@CR221]). Furthermore, this is likely driven by seasonal dynamics of subtype presence and virus load in the population (Wille et al. [@CR221]). Thus, IAVs do not circulate as fixed genome constellations, but rather as transient constellations that rapidly change, even within the same host species, location and time period (see Box [9.3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}).

#### Box 9.3 Influenza A Virus Evolutionary Genetics {#FPar3}

Genetic drift and shift do not necessarily correspond to antigenic change or change in phenotype. However, given change in phenotype, the progeny viruses may have a selective advantage due to host immune system evasion. Studies of human IAV H3N2 have demonstrated that genetic drift is a gradual and continuous process, resulting in a ladder-shaped phylogeny (Rambaut et al. [@CR161]). Antigenic shift, however, is more punctuated in that the accumulation of a number of mutations at specific positions will result in viruses occupying a new phenotype (Koel et al. [@CR108]; Smith et al. [@CR186]). Our comparatively less knowledge regarding antigenic change and inter-lineage evolution in avian IAVs is partly due to large concurrent genetic variation and insufficient sampling but also compounded by a possible long-term tenacity of viruses in the abiotic environment where "old" viruses have been hypothesised to reappear in the population of birds after some time (Roche et al. [@CR170]).

Genetic drift and genetic shift allow for IAV to rapidly diversify; however, current genetic structure of IAV is due to an interplay between diversification and selective sweeps in the population. Viruses with specific genome constellations that attain a much higher fitness will rapidly increase in frequency. These constellations may drive competing lineages to extinction and may be driven to fixation, thus eliminating circulating diversity---known as a selective sweep. Although it is only the antigenic segments that may be selected for, as these are the ones that interact directly with the immune system, the other segments in that successful constellation will be "carried along", demonstrating a "hitchhiking" mechanism (Chen and Holmes [@CR36]). As a result, there will be a selective sweep across not only antigenic segments but all segments of IAV.

Despite a proposed ancient co-evolution of birds and IAVs, dating of current lineages suggests these are of recent origin. The time of origin of the circulating PB2, PB1, PA, NP and M segments is only approximately 100--130 years ago. The most recent common ancestor for the more divergent HA, NA and NS segments is more ancient; however, intra-subtype radiation occurred more recently as well (Chen and Holmes [@CR34]; Worobey et al. [@CR231]). Coincidentally, during that time period when the first descriptions of HPIAV in domestic chickens occurred, there was a transition to more intensive chicken farming. Additionally, the time period 1872--1873 corresponds with a severe panzootic of equine influenza, coupled with reports of influenza in domestic birds following local equine outbreaks (McDonald et al. [@CR138]). Thus, it is hypothesised that these events resulted in a global sweep of avian IAV resulting in these shallow divergence times (Worobey et al. [@CR231]). While this global sweep has had large implications in the genetic structure of IAV, numerous local sweeps have occurred as well, driven by the introduction of a novel segment or segments following reassortment (e.g. Bahl et al. [@CR11]).

### Dynamics of IAV in Mallards: All Birds Are Not Equal {#Sec7}

Mallard has high IAV prevalence across years and locations, and the largest number of viruses has been isolated from this species and with a high diversity of subtypes (Olsen et al. [@CR148], [@CR149]). This species is also a dominant component in species composition of many IAV surveillance studies. A review by Olsen et al. ([@CR148]) demonstrated that nearly 50% of all waterfowl samples analysed for IAV were from mallard, with a global viral prevalence of 12.9%. The number of collected samples has risen dramatically since the review; a search of the Influenza Research Database (IRD; <http://www.fludb.org>) indicates 64,194 samples have been collected from mallards with 3271 HA sequences generated. In our own study site in southeast Sweden, 22,229 cloacal/faecal samples were collected in 2002--2009, generating 1081 isolated IAVs across 74 HA-NA subtypes (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]) (Fig. [9.3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

The prevalence of IAV in mallard follows a seasonal pattern, whereby it is low during the late winter, spring and summer, followed by a peak in viral prevalence during the autumn migration (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]; Wilcox et al. [@CR218]; Ito et al. [@CR93]; Hatchette et al. [@CR81]; Olsen et al. [@CR148]). This pattern has been observed at a number of study sites across the Northern Hemisphere, including Sweden (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]), the Netherlands (Munster et al. [@CR142]; van Dijk et al. [@CR203]), Canada (Alberta; Hatchette et al. [@CR81]; Sharp et al. [@CR181]), the USA (Minnesota; Wilcox et al. [@CR218]), California (Hill et al. [@CR83]) and Alaska (Ip et al. [@CR92]; Runstadler et al. [@CR173]), and prevalence can be up to 30% during the autumnal peak.

This prevalence pattern is largely driven by the ecology of the waterfowl hosts. In the autumn months, widely dispersed breeding individuals congregate during migration, which increases host density. Further, during the summer months, breeding has led to the production of young, which are immunologically naïve. The high turnover rate of mallards results in a substantial recruitment of immunologically naïve individuals into the population (Munster and Fouchier [@CR141]; Bentz [@CR17]). Not only do hatch-year birds account for more infections than all other age classes (Wilcox et al. [@CR218]; Ip et al. [@CR92]; Webster et al. [@CR216]), but it also has been demonstrated that young birds and migrants are important drivers in IAV dynamics (van Dijk et al. [@CR203]; Avril et al. [@CR10]).

Compounded with an increase in immunologically naïve individuals, there is a decline in anti-IAV antibodies in second-year mallards during the summer months, suggesting a decrease in general herd immunity during this period allowing for reinfections with IAV the next autumn (Tolf et al. [@CR198]). Thus, it is a combination of mallard phenology, ecology and biology that are drivers for the seasonal pattern of IAV prevalence (Fig. [9.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 9.2(**a**) Seasonal dynamics of IAV in mallard is influenced by an input of immunologically naïve individuals and a decrease in immunity. (**b**) Seasonal prevalence of IAV, also illustrated by the second concentric circle of the schematic. (**c**) Number and proportion of newly ringed mallards at Ottenby demonstrating an increase in young or newly ringed individuals in the summer prior to the prevalence peak. (**d**) Seasonal levels of anti-NP antibodies of second-year birds living in a duck trap demonstrating individual variation in retention of immunity, long-term immunity following infection in the previous autumn and a marked drop in antibodies during the summer months followed by an increase following reinfection in the autumn \[Panel A is modified from Latorre-Margalef ([@CR242]) LNU Press, Panels B and C were reproduced with permission from the Proceedings of the Royal Society B, and Panel D was modified from Tolf et al. ([@CR198]) PLoS One\]

Within the autumnal prevalence peak, there are many different HA-NA subtypes co-circulating. To date, 102 of the possible 144 HA-NA subtype combinations have been detected in wild birds, globally (Olson et al. [@CR149]) (Fig. [9.3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Mallards represent a substantial proportion of this figure, whereby 74 HA-NA subtype combinations have been detected in mallards from a Swedish study site alone (2002--2009), and most globally detected subtypes have been found in mallard and other Anseriformes elsewhere (Figs. [9.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [9.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Within mallards, some IAV subtypes are very common, and others are either rare or absent. Common subtypes are usually isolated every year, such as H6 and H4 in Europe (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]) (Fig. [9.3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) or H3 in North America (Bahl et al. [@CR12]; Bahl et al. [@CR11]; Wilcox et al. [@CR218]). Some subtypes exhibit a more outbreak-like pattern, whereby they are common in some years and absent in others (Thangavel et al. [@CR196]; Wilcox et al. [@CR218]; Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]). Rare viruses may be isolated in low numbers every year or only sporadically. This overall pattern is observed across the Northern Hemisphere; however, small differences also occur between study sites and continents (Bahl et al. [@CR12]; Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]; Olson et al. [@CR149]). Furthermore, some HA-NA combinations are overrepresented, such as H4N6, H6N2 and H3N8, which are consistently isolated. Alternatively, some HA subtypes may be paired with any NA subtypes, suggesting fitness differences between HA-NA subtypes (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]; Dugan et al. [@CR55]). Surprisingly, when challenging ducks with combinations that are common (e.g. H3N8) compared to uncommon (e.g. H4N8), there appear to be no fitness differences such as virus load or duration of shedding (Lebarbenchon et al. [@CR123]); thus, the mechanisms that drive subtype abundance patterns are still unknown.Fig. 9.3Subtype diversity of IAV. (**a**) Global subtype distribution and detection across different avian host groups: Anseriformes, Charadriiformes, Procellariiformes, more than one order and poultry (Modified from Olson et al. [@CR149]). (**b**) Subtype distribution and frequency in mallards utilising Ottenby Bird Observatory in Sweden as a stopover side, 2002--2009 (Modified from Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120])

Furthermore, some subtypes or group of subtypes appear early in the season, and others appear late in the season. This is attributed to HA subtype-specific immunity against specific subtypes (homosubtypic immunity) or closely related subtypes (heterosubtypic immunity) (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR119]). For example, in our long-term monitoring of migratory mallards at a stopover site in SE Sweden, the first viruses to appear in the season are normally H3 class viruses, which include phylogenetically related H3, H4, H7 and H10 subtypes. This is in contrast to the later-arriving H1 class viruses (H1 clade (H1, H2, H5 and H6) and H9 clade (H8, H9 and H12)) (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]). This is a relatively new way of characterising IAV subtype dynamics and therefore has not been assessed at other study sites.

Most field studies conducted on LPIAV in mallard focus on describing population-level parameters, such as virus prevalence or seroprevalence. Although important, population-level data can mask processes occurring at the individual level and fail to acknowledge individual variation in infection patterns. The biggest hurdle for conducting individual-level disease ecology studies is to follow individuals and their disease states over time. One approach used by Tolf et al. ([@CR198]) was to introduce immunologically naïve commercially reared mallards in a duck trap used for attracting wild birds. These ducks became naturally infected by their wild conspecifics as they were sharing water and separated only by some mesh, and by daily sampling of these birds, it was possible to create individual disease histories of 1.5 years of length. Although these birds shared overall trends, there were considerable differences between individuals in which they were infected with LPIAV subtypes, coinfection patterns, lengths of shedding, clearance of infection and immune responses (Fig. [9.4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) (Tolf et al. [@CR198]). Another approach is to use data from wild birds that are captured repeatedly over time. The resulting disease histories can be analysed by capture-mark-recapture (CMR) modelling techniques to estimate how infection parameters are affected by host categories (such as age and sex) and seasonal factors. Using multistate-CMR models on 3500 individual mallards across seven autumn seasons, Avril et al. ([@CR10]) demonstrated individual-level differences in both infection force and recovery rate. Specifically, for most years, prevalence and risk of LPIAV infection peaked at a single time during the autumn migration season, but the timing, shape and intensity of the infection curve showed strong annual heterogeneity. In contrast, the seasonal pattern of recovery rate only varied in intensity across years. Adults and juveniles displayed similar seasonal patterns of infection and recovery each year. However, juveniles experienced twice the risk of becoming infected as compared to adults, whereas recovery rates were similar across age categories (Avril et al. [@CR10]).Fig. 9.4Ten mallards residing in a duck trap were sampled daily across autumn 2009. Different individuals show different patterns of infection, despite following the expected seasonal trend. Individuals are plotted on the y-axis. *White* space indicates birds were negative for influenza, and colours refer to different HA subtypes with the exception of *grey*, which are samples positive by real-time PCR but negative by culture and therefore not subtyped (Modified from Wille et al. [@CR221], Virology)

### Mallard Immunity to Influenza A Virus {#Sec8}

Most microorganisms are immediately and non-specifically detected and cleared by the innate immune system, and it may alone succeed in repelling the pathogen while allowing time for the adaptive immune response to be mounted. Infection by IAV in ducks is initially combatted by components of the innate immune such as interferon-induced proteins. The adaptive immunity then develops neutralising antibodies, both subtype specific and those to conserved epitopes across subtypes (Magor [@CR133]; Vanderven et al. [@CR207]; Lundqvist et al. [@CR131]). Taken together, this means that IAV infection in mallards is acute and of short duration---the average length of infection is 1 week, depending on host type, age and previous infection history. The complexity of the mallard immune system and response is still being disentangled. Following infection, it has been demonstrated that *RIG-I* (retinoic acid-inducible gene 1) is highly upregulated at the site of infection: the gastrointestinal tract or lungs of ducks infected with LPIAV and HPIAV, respectively (Barber et al. [@CR13]; Vanderven et al. [@CR207]). The *RIG-I* gene is absent in chickens and may explain why chickens display severe morbidity and mortality following infection, whereas mallards may display no clinical signs of disease (Barber et al. [@CR13]; Vanderven et al. [@CR207]). Other important innate immune genes are effectors of the interferon (IFN) pathways. Interestingly, the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), a part of the acquired immune response, appears to be important both early and late in IAV infection (Vanderven et al. [@CR207]).

Despite combatting LPIAV infection rapidly, ducks may have poor long-term immune memory (Magor [@CR133]), illustrated by a pattern of seroconversion and seroreversion (Tolf et al. [@CR198]), hypothesised to be due to the structure of the immunoglobulins, such as the translocation of the IgA (Magor [@CR133]; Magor et al. [@CR134], [@CR135]) and a truncation of the IgY (Warr et al. [@CR211]) which appear to affect antibody functionality. Truncated IgY is able to neutralise viruses but is not involved in agglutination, complement fixation or opsonisation (Lundqvist et al. [@CR131]). However, infection experiments (Fereidouni et al. [@CR65]) and natural experimental infections (Tolf et al. [@CR198]) have demonstrated the presence of anti-NP antibodies, which are not neutralising, for months following infection. In long-lived species, such as shearwater, geese or swans, antibodies may be long-lived---antibodies against a Newcastle disease virus were detectable for a number of years in Cory's shearwater (*Calonectris borealis*) (Ramos et al. [@CR167]), and in swans and geese, antibody prevalence increases with age, suggesting long-term antibody retention and accumulation with age (Hill et al. [@CR84]).

Hill et al. further demonstrated that the breadth of antibody response increases with age, that is, individuals have neutralising antibodies against a larger number of HA subtypes with age (Hill et al. [@CR84]). In chickens, protection against IAV is primarily through antibodies directed at the HA (Kapczynski and Swayne [@CR101]), which is likely also true in mallards. Antibodies directed against NA or other proteins may contribute to clearance of infection (e.g. Nayak et al. [@CR146]), but it is unclear. As previously mentioned, both homo- and heterosubtypic immunity develop following natural infections, where individuals infected with a particular subtype are unlikely to be reinfected with that same HA subtype later in the season (homosubtypic immunity) and across seasons (Tolf et al. [@CR198]; Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR119]). That is, ducks infected with H3 viruses should not be reinfected with H3 viruses. Homosubtypic immunity, however, is not always complete, and a field study utilising vaccines demonstrated the escape of an H3 virus from H3 neutralising antibodies which was hypothesised to be due to antigenic shift in the field viruses (Wille et al. [@CR222]). This phenomenon is also seen in escape of HPIAV H5 viruses from the H5 vaccine in birds. Furthermore, partial or complete protection is apparent when reinfected with a closely related HA subtype (heterosubtypic immunity). Therefore, the duck previously infected with H3 could be protected, and thus not infected, by the closely related H4 virus. Homo- and heterosubtypic immunity have largely been explored using experimental infections, and many have been done so in the context of vaccine development and cross-protection against highly pathogenic H5 and H7 viruses (Costa et al. [@CR43], [@CR44]; Fereidouni et al. [@CR64], [@CR65]). But, more recently, studies have begun to explore protection and immunity patterns in low pathogenic infections, for example, Segovia et al. ([@CR180]) which investigated H3N8, H4N6, H10N7 and H14N5 infections in a balanced design (Segovia et al. [@CR180]). Latorre-Margalef et al. ([@CR121], [@CR122]), which assessed protection of H3 antibodies against an array of other virus subtypes, showed that the degree of protection was correlated with phylogenetic relatedness between viruses, where highest protection was induced to closely related HAs (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR121], [@CR122]). This acquired immunity shapes the dynamics of many diseases and is likely a driver for the continuing divergence of HA types. Given these findings, one can hypothesise that it is this immunity that drives the order and patterns of subtypes that occur in a population of birds across an autumn season. However, this premise warrants further study, especially tests of how HA-specific immunity and cross immunity affect future infection probability and virus load.

While there is great interest in IAV ecoimmunology, we are still largely using proxies for the mallard immune response, with a focus on the acquired immune response. In order to better understand host response to infection, continued work assessing the response of the innate response is imperative, as this response is coupled to the acquired response and may explain some of the patterns we see at this level.

### Impact of LPIAV Infection on Hosts and Host Ecology {#Sec9}

There is limited and contentious knowledge regarding the effect of LPIAV infection on wild birds, on short- and long-term impacts on host fitness, either at the individual bird level or bird population level. The current dogma is that birds, especially dabbling ducks, infected with LPIAV exhibit no clinical disease signs, despite being infected and reinfected with a virus and shedding these viruses at high viral loads in the gastrointestinal tract. These viruses replicate in the surface epithelium of the respiratory tract and gastrointestinal tract, and gross lesions are absent at the site of infection in natural infections (Kuiken [@CR112]) (Box [9.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, there does not appear to be any increase (or decrease) in immune parameters of mallards naturally infected with LPIAV (van Dijk et al. [@CR205]). Granted there is a limited physiological response of individuals, this may still translate into short-term ecological effects as infections tend to be acute and short. Wild birds can experience physiological stress as a result of limited nutritional resources and variable energy expenditure during the year, which could have an effect on the course of disease within the host and therefore the host population. Interestingly, poor body condition due to food limitation in mallards in the context of IAV infection has indicated limited viral shedding compared to individuals in good condition (Arsnoe et al. [@CR9]). Latorre-Margalef et al. ([@CR118]) demonstrated a negative impact of LPIAV infection on body mass, and the amount of virus shed by infected juveniles was negatively correlated with body mass. This has been countered, wherein it is unclear if LPIAVs affect the body mass of individuals or whether birds in poor physical condition are more susceptible to acquiring infection (Flint and Franson [@CR67]; Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR117]). In a study of white-fronted geese (*Anser albifrons*), individuals with a lower body weight had a higher probability of infection but only for 1 of 4 years (Kleijn et al. [@CR106]). In turn, during a study on Bewick's swans (*Cygnus bewickii*), it was found that birds experiencing their first infection (naïve-infected) had a reduced foraging rate but had similar body stores to reinfected and uninfected individuals (Hoye et al. [@CR88]). This study reflects the reduced refuelling and feeding rates detected in an earlier study (van Gils et al. [@CR206]).

Latorre-Margalef et al. ([@CR118]) further found no effects of overall staging time or the speed and distance of subsequent migration. van Dijk et al. ([@CR204]) found a weak negative association between LPIAV infection in mallard and regional movements (\>100 m) on the final days of tracking, being exacerbated by poor weather conditions (van Dijk et al. [@CR204]), but a recent tracking study in Sweden found no differences in activity or movement between infected and uninfected mallards during stopover in autumn (Bengtsson et al. [@CR15]). In naturally infected Bewick's swans, which demonstrated reduced refuelling and feeding rates, the birds also had delayed and protracted migration distances as when infected with LPIAV; however, the sample size of this study was only two infected birds (van Gils et al. [@CR206]). This trend was not observed when applying a more experimental set-up wherein birds were infected and released (Hoye [@CR86]). Interestingly, a follow-up study on Bewick's swans detected a potential difference in survival, where naïve-infected swans were unlikely to be resighted 1 year after infection, compared to uninfected or reinfected individuals (Hoye et al. [@CR88]). This study also illustrates \[a difference in response\] between individuals infected for the first time and those uninfected and reinfected, whereby \[birds that have been infected\] and reinfected \[have similar responses to birds that have never been infected\] (Hoye et al. [@CR88]). This is perhaps not surprising as immunologically naïve individuals have a much higher risk of infection (Avril et al. [@CR10]).

Despite limited physiological signs of infection, it has been hypothesised that LPIAV infection may be affecting digestive tract functioning. Wild birds delicately balance energy intake and energy output, and decreased gastrointestinal functioning could translate into reduced body mass, delayed staging or decreased movements of individuals (Kuiken [@CR112]). As of yet, there are few studies using natural systems, due to the difficulty in carrying out such experiments and disentangling all the confounding factors during data analysis. Experimental infections may provide insight; however, these studies rarely reflect natural conditions, and the results are dependent upon mode of inoculation, strains and conditions (Kuiken [@CR112]). Low virulence and limited clinical signs have been interpreted as a long-standing co-evolutionary relationship between IAV and the host (van Dijk et al. [@CR205]), but further research addressing this is warranted.

### LPIAV, HPIAV and the Interface with Poultry {#Sec10}

In the sections above, we have mainly addressed wild birds as carriers of low pathogenic viruses (for extended definition, see Box [9.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}). However, viruses with a highly pathogenic phenotype can be detected, either as spillover infections or in sustained transmission among wild waterfowl. Actually, the very first record of IAV in wild birds was an outbreak in common terns (*Sterna hirundo*) in South Africa, 1961, resulting in the mortality of at least 1300 individuals (Becker [@CR14]). This record remains unusual as it is the only recorded case of an outbreak of HPIAV in wild birds with no direct link to outbreaks in poultry.

The HPIAV H5N1, colloquially referred to as "bird flu", was first identified in 1996; however, it wasn't until 2005 that it resulted in the mass mortality of wild and domestic birds alike (Gauthier-Clerc et al. [@CR70]; Feare [@CR62]; Chen et al. [@CR37]). It has since spread to countries in Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Europe, resulting in the culling of 400 billion chickens, turkeys and ducks and over 600 human cases (FAO [@CR60]). Despite many years of research and vaccine development, this virus continues to cause outbreaks in Asia and Africa (FAO [@CR60]). In November and December 2014, there were new incursions of HPIAV H5 into Europe and North America, the latter of which is a geographic range expansion. A novel HPIAV H5N8 resulted in the culling of poultry in Asia, Europe and North America. This strain was first reported in Chinese duck farms in 2010 (Wu et al. [@CR232]) and was detected in both poultry and wild birds in Korea, following an outbreak in 2014 (Lee et al. [@CR124]). North America had not previously been affected by HPIAV H5N1, and the proposed conduit for entrance of this virus into North America is Beringia or from Asia into Alaska with migrating wild birds (Lee et al. [@CR125]; Ramey et al. [@CR166]). Unlike HPIAV H5N1, the HPIAV H5N8 doesn't appear to cause widespread morbidity or mortality in wild birds; hence, it entered North America and Europe virtually undetected in wild birds; that is, following mortality events in poultry, it was detected in wild birds from surveillance studies that were retrospectively screened (e.g. Ramey et al. [@CR166]). Further, in North America, there is evidence that HPIAV H5N8 has reassorted with low pathogenic avian viruses resulting in HPIAV H5N1, H5N2 and H5N8 (e.g. Pasick et al. [@CR153]). Similar to HPIAV H5N1, this virus has been detected in wild ducks in Asia, Europe and North America, suggesting wild birds as contributors in the long-distance dispersal (Gauthier-Clerc et al. [@CR70]; Feare [@CR62]; European Food Safety Authority [@CR59]; Verhagen et al. [@CR208]; Lee et al. [@CR125]). Intriguingly, H5N8 seemed to disappear from North America following massive expansion in 2014 prompting questions about the role of wild birds in perpetuating this virus (Krauss et al. [@CR111]). However, there have been severe outbreaks of H5N8 in 2016/2017 in North America and further across the globe.

The HPIAV infection experiments conducted on waterfowl have shown large variation in disease severity depending on the host species (e.g. Perkins and Swayne [@CR157]; Perkins and Swayne [@CR158]; Ellis et al. [@CR57]; Keawcharoen et al. [@CR103]; Brown et al. [@CR29], [@CR30]; Pasick et al. [@CR152]; Liu et al. [@CR129]). Generally, dabbling ducks show fewer and less severe symptoms---and are sometimes asymptomatic despite shedding virus---than other duck species such as diving ducks (Bröjer et al. [@CR28]; Pantin-Jackwood and Swayne [@CR150]). This may be explained by intrinsic factors of the host such as the composition of immune branches and type/severity of the immune response. For example, RIG-I seems to be important in clearing IAV infection and is present in mallard but absent in chickens (Barber et al. [@CR13]). Difference in response may also be partially explained by previous exposure to LPIAV, which reduces disease symptoms. For example, in an experimental study, birds that were first exposed to LPIAV had a less severe response to HPIAV after being reinfected (Fereidouni et al. [@CR64]). The intrinsic features of wild birds that result in differing levels of infection are largely unknown, which is perhaps the result of our limited understanding of ducks (and wild bird) immune responses. Furthermore, despite numerous surveillance schemes, we are unable to predict the emergence and expansion of highly pathogenic IAV, as clearly illustrated by the recent emergence and range expansion of HPIAV H5N8.

Future Directions {#Sec11}
=================

What can we learn from the mallard in terms of ecology and evolution of disease? Not surprisingly, the first thing to note is how little we yet know of diseases in wildlife, especially for those diseases that can infect multiple host species and display large strain/antigenic variation. With the exception of IAV, the current knowledge on basic parameters such as host range, prevalence and distribution is sketchy at most for avian diseases. Interest in avian pathogens has primarily been driven by unexpected events, such as the introduction of West Nile virus in the USA or the spread of HPIAV H5N1 in Europe, resulting with intense surveillance activity for a few years and then winding down again with the entrance of another attention-grabbing disease on the scene. A more systematic sampling approach is needed, preferably representing a long-term focus coupled with large-scale efforts to study pathogens from their wild hosts. Fortunately, with the development of molecular methods and decreasing sequencing costs, we are better equipped for conducting these types of studies, and it is expected that the available information will increase substantially the coming years. Although important, molecular detection is the starting point, not the goal; in order to address ecological and evolutionary questions more accurately, they need to be complemented with efforts to isolate and characterise pathogens (Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR121], [@CR122]; McClintock et al. [@CR137]). This allows for functional analyses of pathogenicity and virulence, either in vitro or in animal models.

For IAV, long-term monitoring studies are available representing Europe and North America, and studies are emerging from Asia, Africa and South America, too. Collectively, these studies have provided genome data across the range of the virus enabling studies of evolutionary questions. However, for phylodynamic studies, even these large datasets are often insufficient as the global diversity of IAV is so large, leading to undersampling issues and, often, limited and biased spatial-temporal resolution. We do, however, have a basic understanding on the natural dynamics of LPIAV in wild mallards, including how virus prevalence varies between age classes and over time. Although most of the current literature focuses on host population-level data, an increasing trend for analyses conducted at the individual level is evident. This includes approaches to study movements and stopover behaviour in relation to infection, as well as capturing individual-based epidemiological parameters of disease dynamics (e.g. Avril et al. [@CR10]; Tolf et al. [@CR198]; Latorre-Margalef et al. [@CR120]). These in-depth, long-term studies are extremely valuable, and the continuation of such series (although expensive and logistically challenging) will be an important part of future research.

Building on the advances made during the last 50 years, the IAV research field is well suited to combine ecology and epidemiology for disease studies. Of particular interest would be to use the mallard-IAV system, for which we have a lot of "baseline" data, and to focus more on physiology such as the effect of infection on hosts, ecoimmunology or the interplay between the immune response following infection and host life history traits---characterising the immune systems and general host immunological responses to infections---and the interplay between IAV and other members of the virome and microbiome, to illuminate interspecies transmission and reveal dynamics within the Anseriform reservoir beyond mallards or to tackle questions pertaining to basic epidemiological and disease ecology theory such as host range, resistance vs tolerance, etc. Surveillance and characterisation studies are imperative, however, as future advances almost certainly will hinge on multidisciplinary work.
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